
Now folks, this is no time for 
bathing suits! Here on Europa, 
near the poles of the moon, it 
never gets warmer than -220 

degrees Celsius! If I were you, 
I'd stick to vacationing near the 
equator of the moon, where the 
warmest temperature you should 
expect is -160 degrees Celsius! If 
you don't know what to do on a 

cold, icy moon because your 
used to vacations on the warmer 

planets, I have some 
suggestions! Europa is famous 

for its icy surface, and ice is 
perfect for ice skating! You can 
also go sledding, have "iceball" 

fights, (since there's no snow on 
Europa) and go flying on top of 

our water vapour plumes. If your 
scared of heights, I don't 

recommend flying on our water 
vapour plumes because they can 

get up to 100 miles high. 

TRAVEL TO 
EUROPA 

Chloe Karkkainen Space 
Travel Lines™

We'll make sure your vacation's 
a "blast"!

Contact us at:
376-211-590-1134

or at
chloekspacetravel101@spaceship.

galaxy

W E ' L L  M A K E  S U R E  
YO U R  VACAT I O N S  

A  B L A S T !

Tired of the same 
warm vacation every 

year? Go to Europa for 
A fantastic, freezing 

cold frenzy!



Europa was named after a goddess who existed in
Greek mythology named Europa. Europa was abducted

by Zeus and bore him many children. Europa (the moon) 
also got its name because Europa, the woman from 

Greek mythology, was also said to be the goddess of the moon. 

Does Europa sound like the dream 
vacation? Of course! Here are just a few 
facts and attractions to look for when 
your visiting this humble moon.

 Europa was discovered  in 1610 by 
Galileo Galilei. He discovered that it was 
a moon of Jupiter and now a days it is 
rumoured to have the requirements to 
live on including an oxygen atmosphere. 
It's not certain yet, but some Earth 
scientists believe that below the surface 
of the moon there is a water ocean 
capable of carrying life forms, 
extraterrestrial or not. Just a reminder 
that our space lines are not responsible if 
one of our underwater friends wants a 
midnight snack!

J U S T  S O M E  FAC T S  A B O U T  E U R O PA  

Hey you! Did you know that Europa is 628,300,000 kilometres away from earth? Also, that in 
2022 NASA, an earth space company, is going to come to Europa to see if the rumours about 

other life forms are true? I suggest not coming around that time if you don't want to be 
discovered. If you do want to be discovered, the come visit whenever you want!

Europa sounds like an amazing place to come visit, anyone could agree! Just another reminder, we 
will be supplying you a spaceship! Rates start as low as 35 meteorites a day! Come visit Europa for 

a marvellous vacation made just for you!


